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Big Data: The promises and pitfalls for the
finance industry
Trust, ethics and a healthy respect for the consumer should be the
key drivers for financial and tech companies seeking to harness the
burgeoning power of Big Data and artificial intelligence. So says
journalist Jeremy Gaunt from a timely ING-hosted conference
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The key drivers for financial and tech companies
How can companies, particularly in the financial sector, properly exploit the
explosion of personal data that moves around the world in a flash and is gobbled up
by algorithms that can tell businesses who wants what and when they want it?
They can only do it by focusing on trust, being on the right side of the ethical
debate and by having true respect for their customers. That's one of the key
themes from a high-level discussion hosted by the Think Forward Initiative, ING and

the Centre for Economic Policy Research this week in London.

Trust, ethics and a healthy respect for the consumer are
key drivers
At the same time, companies should learn to say “no” when the use of customer
data looks likely to infringe on privacy, but imminent data protection rules are more
of an opportunity for business than a threat. Indeed, financial companies, used to
regulation, may have the edge over others when it comes to smooth compliance.
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The General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR, coming soon
The discussion could hardly have been better timed, coming just days before the
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into force on
May 25. Both main speakers, Suzanne Frey, pictured below, who's the director of
Google Apps Security, Trust, Compliance and Privacy, and Chris Bannocks, pictured
above, ING’s group chief data management officer, have spent at least two years
preparing for GDPR, which is designed to give Europeans control over their personal
data.

There are many things that are legal but not ethical
Asked whether the regulation which will affect anyone dealing with a European’s
data, even if they are not themselves European, would be a help or hindrance, Frey
and Bannocks both opted for the former. “I don’t see it as an impediment. It can
make us all sharper,” Frey said, while Bannocks reckoned “It helps us improve our
dealings with the customer.” Bannocks, who is an advocate for making the financial

sector what he dubs “data-centric”, said regulation would be nothing new to his
industry and emphasised ING’s own internal data ethics as a bonus. “There are
many things that are legal but not ethical,” he said. “We cannot and must not only
rely on the law to guide us. “

Suzanne Frey and Moderator, Michael Haliassos, Chair of Macroeconomics and finance and Goethe
University, Frankfurt

Data is water
Indeed, the complexity of dealing with Big Data was apparent. In lively
presentations, both speakers emphasised the importance of trust in exploiting its
use -- trust in the data and trust in the agency using it. Frey, for example, asked the
audience whether, given a choice, they would choose to go in a driverless car with a
steering wheel or without one. Most would go in one with a wheel, a decision based
on lack of trust in the automated driver. She noted a long history of people
demanding evidence for trust, including shaking hands (originally to ensure no
weapons were being held) and vigorously clinking beer glasses (leading to some
liquid being shared as proof it was not poisoned).

We need to understand where it can go wrong
So, companies need to build their future on trust. “Machines are computing a whole
lot more for us. We need to understand where it can go wrong,” Frey said, presenting
the behind-the-scenes thinking used to improve Google spreadsheet and e-mail
response apps. Bannocks, meanwhile, likened data to water, something that could
not be lived without but may not always be pure. “We need clean data. Once we
know it is dirty, we have to do something about it,” he said. “Our organisations have
to have conscious in ensuring that society and all stakeholders are considered in

our use of data.”
The discussion was moderated by Michael Haliassos, chair of macroeconomics and
finance at Goethe University Frankfurt.
Find out more about the Think Forward Initiative here
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